INTRODUCTION
CYTOPLASMIC inheritance, as expressed in differences between reciprocal crosses, occurs extensively among cryptograms and angiosperms, and is associated with extreme oögamy. Geneticists no longer consider hereditary transmission the total monopoly of the nucleus, but the mechanism of cytoplasmic inheritance is still imperfectly understood. Systems of self-propagating, extranuclear determinants or plasmagenes have been invoked by various workers (Darlington, 1939 Wright, 194I) ,but the possibility that, in certain instances, reciprocal differences between crosses result from the persistence in the cytoplasm of delayed nuclear effects must be conceded. The issue can be decided by an exchange of nuclei through repeated backcrossing to the male parent (Michaelis, 1954) .
Striking reciprocal differences that derive from disturbances in the normal pattern of development have been the subject of much investigation. The quantitative and less spectacular expressions of matrocliny have received less attention. Quantitative matroclinous differences, however, are probably of greater significance in breeding, and possess the attraction of being more amenable to biometrical analysis. The instance of matroclinous inheritance of grain weight, which forms the subject of the biometrical analysis presented herein, was noted during the course of a study of the genetics of yield components in rice (Orya sativa L.). The authors have been unable to find in the literature on the subject, a previous record of an attempt at the biometrical analysis of a character manifesting matroclinous inheritance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The rice pure lines Vellai Ilankalayan 2806! (v) and Panduruwi (p) were used in reciprocal crosses made in 1949, at Peradeniya. Both varieties belong to the indica group of Oryza sativa L. Vellai Ilankalayan 28061 possesses the coarse grain that characterises most varieties indigenous to Ceylon. Panduruwi, which is finer grained, is a selection within a variety of obscure antecedents, but probably of foreign origin. Progenies derived from these reciprocal crosses were grown in successive generations at the Central Rice Breeding Station, Batalagoda, and the weight of one hundred grains was recorded in hybrid populations and lines. In F1 plants, the Too-grain weight was calculated from relatively small numbers. The Too-grain weights of the parents were I78 gm. and 3o2 gm., with a mid-parental value of 2 40 gm. The differences between reciprocal hybrids in both F1 and F2 generations indicate marked matrocliny: the Too-grain weights of F1(pxv) and F1(vxp) were 2o2 gm. and 2.47 gm. respectively. Reciprocal differences persisted in the F2 generation: F2(v xp) showed a higher value for the i oo-grain weight than F2(p x v). In the instance of the p x v cross at least, the maternal effect tended to decline in later generations. It is evident that in the crosses that form the subject of the present investigation, grain weight is controlled not only by nuclear genes but by cytoplasmic factors.
THE GENETIC MODEL
The following genetic model which has been constructed to fit the results presented above assumes that the phenotype of the hybrid is determined primarily by its genotype, but is affected by cytoplasmic
Fm., .-Genetic model of grain-weight inheritance in reciprocal hybrids: x0 and y are the parents, a is the midparental value, h is the deviation due to dominance, and m is a
Constant that provides a measure of the magnitude of the maternal effect.
factors contributed by the female parent. It is also assumed that the genotype of the female parent influences the nature of these cytoplasmic factors. Fig. i gives a diagram of the model.
On the basis of this model, the average phenotypic value of the various hybrid populations will be:
= a++ ((ynia)-)m
x andy can be re-written in the following form:
() The following two formul which are derived from () and () are functions of parental values: 
and h = -o4oo8 and a = 26III Equations for deriving estimates of D, H and E are as follows:
E1
Substituting 03177 form (see (s)), and E2 for -(where n = 42 2o, the harmonic mean of the number of individuals included in each F3 line), we derive the following three simultaneous equations by the least squares method: ['(P P )] 2 2 1 2 () The number of effective factors is estimated to be about ten. It should, of course, be remembered that the assumptions implicit in the formula are unlikely to be completely justified.
DISCUSSION
A survey of the voluminous literature on cytoplasmic inheritance is not attempted in the following discussion: for reviews, reference may be made to Caspari (1948) and Michaelis (i4.) .
The results relating to matroclinous inheritance in the cross reported in this communication fit the hypothesis of extranuclear determinants transmitted to the hybrid through the cytoplasm of the female parent. The effect of these cytoplasm-borne determinants is to shift the phenotypic expression of the progeny towards that of the female parent. The direction of shift suggests that the maternal genotype infiuences the nature of the determinants.
The agreement between observed and expected values in tables 2 and 4 demonstrates the adequacy of the genetic model proposed in this paper.
The value of m, the coefficient of maternal effect, in grain-weight inheritance in the cross reported herein is 32 per cent. An investigation of matroclinous effects in a wide range of crosses would elucidate the nature of the cytoplasmic determinants involved. The relation of the matroclinous inheritance of a character to its heritability is of considerable interest. Formuhe (is) and (14) show that the maternal effect depresses heritability. For instance, heritability in the narrow sense is given by the equation:
If m assumes a value between i and o (i.e. i >m>o), becomes larger than E1, and accordingly the value of h2 falls.
If the maternal effect is complete, the heritability value will be zero exactly as in a homozygous line. An illustrative example in which D, H and E all assume the value of unity is given in table . It is noteworthy that if E1 = o, i.e. if the character under investigation is completely free of environmental variation, the maternal effect would not influence heritability.
The effect of matroclirious inheritance on the mean value of reciprocal-hybrid populations warrants consideration. Table 6 presents a computation of the difference in mean values of grain weight between the two reciprocal-hybrid populations, (p x v) and (v xp), over the generations F1 to F10. It will be noted that with successive selfings, the difference declines rapidly. The genetical meaning of the following two formuI may now be (c) if m assumes a value between o and r (i.e. i >m>o), the difference between reciprocal hybrid populations attributable to the maternal effect will decrease in successive generations (see table 6 ).
In the formul () and (6), if n-*co, then x andy7 approximate a.
The difference between reciprocal hybrids is given by the equation,
In this equation, m(y0-x0) approaches zero if n---co, because m has a value between o and i.
